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2. Introduction to sustainability
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•What is sustainable development?

Development that meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet 
their own needs.

•What, then is a sustainable school?



3. What is a sustainable school?

“A school which  

_________________________

and 

_________________________”

Possible answers

“A school which maximises 
potential and reduces waste”

“A school which is balanced as an 
organism and enhances the well-
being of its community”
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4. The foundations of sustainability: healthy finances
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PART 1: TRACKING AND MONITORING
• Prepare and follow a 5-year financial plan
• Plan an annual balanced budget recognising all expenses 

and revenues
• Have a system in place to track annual budget execution
• Build and track a cash budget
• Account for capital needs in a separate budget
• Develop a big picture goal and tracking scheme for the 

management of cash, debt and endowment



5. The foundations of sustainability: healthy finances
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PART 2: DEVELOPING THE CULTURE
• Insure key constituents are kept informed of the school’s 

financial status, goals and progress
• Make financial management (including fundraising) a key 

task of the Head of School
• Telling the school’s financial story is critical to success in 

development and fundraising
• Make astute financial management a way of life and cultural 

principle for the school



6. The known unknowns

We will all face a crisis at some point. Sustainable 
schools deal with them – even existential threats.

• What crises have you experienced?
• How did you deal with them?

What have best solutions got in common?
• No panic: the unexpected is expected
• A general plan of action, adapted flexibly
• Open minds at all times
• All parts of the school come together to deal 

with the problem

Examples:
SARS (HK)
The Haze (Malaysia & 
Singapore)
The Ash Cloud (Europe)
Currency Crisis (SE Asia)
Earthquake (Nepal)
World Economic Crisis 
(2008)
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7. The green side of sustainability: the 5Rs

1. Reduce

2. Recycle

3. Reuse

4. Rot

5. Refuse
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8. Developing green fingers in schools

•Reduce carbons
•Reduce energy and water use 
•Encourage sustainable purchasing 
•Encourage sustainable school travel
•Reduce waste 
•Encourage better school food and catering services
•Develop the global dimension
•Encourage biodiversity in schools
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9. Eight “doorways” from the Sustainable Schools Framework 

1. Food and drink
2. Energy and water
3. Travel and traffic
4. Purchasing and waste
5. Buildings and grounds
6. Inclusion and participation
7. Local well-being
8. Global dimension
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10. Sustainability across the school 
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• Schools must make their own judgements on how 
sustainable development should be reflected in their 
ethos, day to day operations and through education for 
sustainable development

• Sustainable schools engage students in their learning, 
improving motivation and behaviours, promoting healthy 
school environments and lifestyles

• Good stewardship can save schools significant sums of 
money

• Use appropriate modern technology to the full



11. Examples of sustainability across the school, 1

OPERATING BUDGET
• Classrooms – have recycling bins for paper
• Compost waste
• Use Bokashi bins and “worm cafés”
• Encourage more healthy eating habits
• Train the school cleaners & security staff – they are the 

“eyes and ears” of sustainability

CAPITAL BUDGET
• Employ architects and project managers with 

sustainability at the forefront
• Design passive buildings
• Consider low energy consumption buildings - Minergie
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NAC Architecture’s Machias Elementary 
School, Snohomish, Washington State, is a 
symbol of sustainability and rural heritage.

http://inhabitat.com/nac-architectures-machias-elementary-school-is-a-symbol-of-sustainability-and-rural-heritage/
http://inhabitat.com/nac-architectures-machias-elementary-school-is-a-symbol-of-sustainability-and-rural-heritage/


12. Examples of sustainability across the school, 2

OPERATING BUDGET
• Dining Hall – use washable plates 

and reusable cutlery
• Number the toilet cubicles and sinks

COMMUNITY & LEARNING
• Organic gardens
• Support charities such as Wateraid
• Spend time in nature
• Encourage walking or cycling to 

schools
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13. Examples in the classroom

• Cook food from the school’s kitchen garden
• Build a solar oven
• Raise and observe plant cycles
• Study food provenance – where does our food 

come from?
• Organic and Fairtrade produce
• Recycle fabric in Textiles class.  New from old
• Disassemble products and make new products 

from  old
• Study food packaging
• Réchauffé in cooking
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14. A sustainable community

• Uses resources sensibly and fairly
• Enables everyone to play a part
• Has a vibrant local economy
• Minimises waste and pollution
• Has its own unique character
• Respects the diversity of the 

people who live in it
• Cares for plants and animals that 

share that community

•
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15. What next?

What should we do next?

1. At the conference ?
2. When we all return 

to our schools?

•

• Network

• Share good practice

• Pass on what works

• Recommend relevant 
technology

• Ask for an agenda 
item at SLT 
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16. Think holistically together!

• GET IT IN THE 
STRATEGIC PLAN!

• Head of School 
and Business 
Manager: a key 
partnership for 
sustainability

•
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